Gene delivery to the mouse brain with adeno-associated virus.
The efficient transduction of postmitotic cells by adeno-associated virus (AAV) makes it an excellent vector to deliver marker, functional, or therapeutic genes to the mammalian brain. An attractive feature of AAV is that all the viral-coding sequences are removed when engineering the recombinant genome, thereby limiting the extent of cell toxicity and immune response that are often associated with viral gene transcription. Of the seven described AAV serotypes, AAV serotype-2 (AAV2) is the most studied gene-transfer vehicle for in the mammalian brain. A feature of AAV2 transduction in the brain is that the vector remains confined to the injection site and predominately infects neurons rather than glia (2-8). The limited diffusion of AAV2 vectors is beneficial for controlled gene delivery. For instance, targeting therapeutic genes only to brain structures showing pathology would eliminate complications associated with vector diffusion and subsequent expression in healthy structures, and is an important consideration when designing treatment strategies for localized neurodegenerative diseases. The same is true for other experimental paradigms, such as investigating the function of genes in specific brain structures or using marker genes in tract-tracing experiments. Although AAV2 vectors were shown to remain predominately at the injection site, one study demonstrated that the vector itself may undergo axonal transport in inter-regional systems (9).